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INTRODUCTION

Peaceful applications introduce some new environmental considerations
into the design of nuclear explosives. Much of the experience gained in weapon
work can be applied, but the requirement of survival in a very deep hole is not
found in any military system. We will briefly mention the overall environment
and make a few comparisons with some general characteristics of the weapon
environment. The major portion of this paper is devoted to the special prob-
lems of pressure and temperature found in the emplacement environment. Po-
tential users should know where we stand with regard to survival in hostile en-
vironments in terms of feasibility and possible effects on field operations.

In all applications there are several things competing for the available
diameter. Given that explosives can be made to work over a range of diameters
and that necessary environmental control is feasible, all further discussions
can be related to the cost of providing a hole big enough to accomplish the task.
The items competing for diameter are:

1) bare nuclear assembly
2) insulation and cooling system if needed
3) pressure canister
4) shielding material
5) emplacement clearance

All of these must be considered with the cost of the hole in optimizing an
overall design. Conditions in a particular location will affect the shielding re-
quirements and the emplacement clearance. The nuclear assembly can vary in
size, but the long development time requires that decisions be made quite early,
perhaps in ignorance of the economic details of a particular application. The
pressure canister is a relatively straightforward design problem that can be
resolved by giving appropriate consideration to all of the design requirements.
In particular for 20,000 psi pressure in the emplacement hole, a canister of
heat-treated alloy steel having a yield strength of 200,000 psi and a wall thick-
ness which is about .07 times the outside diameter is adequate and straight-
forward to fabricate.

The insulation and cooling requirements are not settled by compromise
between competing elements of the design. There is a more basic question:
Can adequate cooling be provided at reasonable cost? Some insulation is re-
quired, and some means of controlling thermal gradients in the assembly must
be included. Even if these can be provided at small cost in diameter, how is
the temperature difference between the world and the explosive to be main-
tained?

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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ENVIRONMENTS

The complete set of environmental problems in the design of nuclear ex-
plosives can be separated into two groups: (1) surface handling, and (2) em-
placement.

A. Surface Handling

Surface handling includes everything from the beginning of fabrication
through storage and shipping to delivery at the top of the hole. Most of the
problems in this category can be treated with methods and materials that have
been developed for weapons. There will be some differences between the en-
vironments of the explosives for excavation and for underground applications
due to size, weight, or other unique features.

In many respects the different requirements of explosives for peaceful
applications must be recognized. The storage life will be shorter — a few
months instead of several years. In transportation and storage, the tempera-
ture range can be limited at modest cost and no loss of usefulness. Delivery
time can be planned in advance and scheduled with the other work of the project,
unlike the minimum response time allowed for a military system.

Details of the surface handling environment are not yet specified, but no
serious difficulties are expected.

B. Emplacement

Discussions of emplacement environment generally are limited to the con-
ditions at the bottom of the hole. It is true that the design is usually controlled
by those conditions, but the trip from the surface cannot be overlooked. In
addition to the increasing pressure and temperature, shock, vibration and
abrasion must be considered.

The vibration and shock are not expected to be any more severe than in
surface handling, except for one possible situation. Jarring an explosive that
becomes stuck in the hole may require only that the assembly not become
hazardous for further removal and return to the manufacturer. Maintaining
high reliability under such extremely unusual conditions is not necessary.

The emplacement environment assumed in our studies is summarized as
follows:

Excavation explosive:
1500 psi external pressure,
150°F ambient temperature.

Underground engineering explosive:
20,000 psi external pressure,
450°F ambient temperature.

In all cases, abrasion during emplacement must be considered. All em-
placements are assumed to be in fluid-filled holes. Effects of these environ-
ments on the design of the overall explosive assembly are discussed in the
following section.

EXCAVATION EXPLOSIVE

The thermal environment of the excavation explosive is not a serious
problem. The maximum temperature expected is roughly 150°F, and with
some development effort this can be tolerated by the assembly. If some appli-
cations do require thermal control, the larger diameter and relatively shallow
burial depths permit many solutions to the problem.
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General character is t ics of the excavation explosives are given in Table I.
Two sets of numbers are presented, the smaller diameter being possible if
shielding can be placed into an under-reamed section of the hole. If under-
reaming is not possible, all required shielding must be sent down as part of
the "emplacement package," but not necessarily inside the pressure vessel.

Table I. Characterist ics of excavation explosives.

Emplacement Package Diameter

Yield Under-reamed
(Mt) for shielding No under-reaming
0.3 50 inches 65 inches
0.7 50 65
1.0 50 65
1.5 68 84
3.0 68 84

Length 15-35 ft 17-37 ft
Weight, 15-22 tons 20-30 tons

Canister design for the excavation explosive is dominated by radioactivity
considerations. Shielding is included in the overall assembly, and the vessel
itself, in the region of the explosive, is fabricated of materials that do not con-
tribute significantly to the total radioactivity problem. Fiberglass-reinforced
plastic is the most likely material in this situation.

External p ressure loading is the requirement leading to the selection of
wall thickness and method of construction. In these sizes, as listed in Table I,
buckling is the controlling mode of failure. Two designs are shown in Figs. 1
and 2, a single wall with enough thickness to res is t buckling, and a double-wall
design utilizing the shielding material to maintain the spacing of the walls.
The double-wall design will permit greater control over the shielding material ,
but may also require a skin of abrasion-resistant plastic because not as much
protection is given by the steel flanges.

The distribution of shielding material between internal and external loca-
tions is somewhat arbi t rary. If the hole can be under-reamed and adequate
shielding reliably placed, then the emplacement package should be of minimum
diameter and thus have only a minimum of internal shielding. Obviously,
shielding material contained in the emplacement package will be more reliably
placed, but requires a larger hole.

UNDERGROUND ENGINEERING EXPLOSIVE

Pres su re and temperature are serious problems for explosives in deep
holes. Currently available designs and those expected in the foreseeable
future will not tolerate the environment directly and must be protected. For
a nuclear explosive, the preferable environment would be about 1 atmosphere
of pressure and a maximum temperature of about 150°F for extended periods
of t ime.

Recalling the environment statement made earl ier , 20,000 psi and 450°F,
it should be clear that we have assumed some very severe conditions for the
explosive in deeply buried applications. The deepest emplacement, heaviest
mud, and steepest geothermal gradient have been used in estimating the en-
vironment. If canisters and cooling systems can be developed for these ex-
t reme conditions, then providing explosives for intermediate depths will be
considerably easier .
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Firing cable

Steel

, Firing system
and

nuclear explosive
•Single wall canister
fiberglass-reinforced plastic

Internal shielding

No scale

Steel flange (both ends)

Steel

Fig. 1. Excavation explosive (schematic).

One question worth discussing here is whether or not the nuclear explo-
sive itself can be designed to tolerate the environment. Surely some improve
ment is possible, but can we count on any real changes in the near future?

The problem of abrasion requires that some relatively substantial struc
ture enclose the explosive. This probably will be at least half an inch in wall
thickness and is not substantially different from a steel vessel strong enough
to take the full external pressure.

A higher allowable temperature in the explosive will reduce the cooling
load. It appears possible that the temperature capability can be raised from
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Shielding material

Internal shielding

Steel flange (both ends)

No scale

Steel

Fig. 2. Excavation explosive (schematic).

150°F to 200°F or 22 5°F without extensive material development. However, it
is not likely that any major improvement will be made along this line in time
for experimental use in the next few years.

The net result of the foregoing comments is that we have established the
goal of providing adequate protection for explosives built of today's materials
in an extremely hostile environment.

A schematic representation of a typical explosive for underground engi-
neering applications is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Underground engineering explosive (schematic).

THERMAL INSULATION

Assuming the acceptance of the proposition that the deep hole refrigera-
tion task is one of some difficulty, it follows that mitigation of this task through
application of thermal insulation is desirable. A perusal of the state of the art
of insulation techniques, such as reported by Glaser et_ al.^ shows that vacuum
multi-layer insulation is at least an order of magnitude better than any other
approach. Its superiority rests in the fact that it works directly on the two
main mechanisms of heat transfer in insulation. Radiation transfer is reduced
by multiple reflective layers, and conduction is reduced by minimizing the
amount of material in the conduction path.

The layered systems that appear most attractive for the application are:
(1) Alternate layers of aluminum foil and fiberglass paper (or similar low-
density spacer), and (2) layers of very thin aluminized, crinkled, plastic sheet.
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The former system has shown the lowest apparent thermal conductivity, taut
the latter is nearly as good. The in-plane conductivity of the former is much
higher because of the greater amount of aluminum present, and this results in
easier placement and joining techniques for the plastic film system. Aluminum
foils are typically 0.001 in. thick with spacing generally about 100 per inch.
The aluminized plastic sheet material is typically 0.00025 in. thick with a layer
of vacuum-deposited aluminum (or other metal) measured in angstroms. Poly-
ester films have been the most common plastic substrate, but as indicated by
Glaserl its temperature limit is about 300°F. Polyimide film is reported in
the same reference to be useable to 7 50°F.

The dependence of the multi-layer insulation behavior on gas pressure
level through it has been quite thoroughly investigated for cryogenic conditions
as indicated by Glaser.1 One readily concludes from this work that a pressure
of at most 10"3 torr must be maintained. Since this application is at substan-
tially higher temperature than the cryogenic application, it is qualitatively
clear that the radiation mode of heat transfer is relatively more important.
This will tend to make the system less sensitive to an increase in gas pressure,
but the degree is presently unknown. We have never had any doubt that the
vacuum must be pre-established and the system closed. One must then reach
an acceptable equilibrium pressure. If the insulation is an integral part of the
explosive device, it is likely that a high-temperature outgassing bake will not
be permissible. While it appears feasible to establish adequate vacuum without
baking, the point needs to be demonstrated.

We have identified two generic approaches to the placement of the insu-
lation. As suggested by Elliott^ one can pre-fabricate overlapping metal
dewar-type vessels, or alternatively one can utilize the metal structure of the
explosive device and the canister as the vacuum wall. The concept of the for-
mer approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Conceptual overlapping dewars.

One can readily find some pro and con arguments for the two approaches.
These are given in Table II.

Table II. Some relative merits of two insulation placement approaches.

Integral Vacuum Overlapping
Wall Dewars

Bakeable at high temperature
Allows maximum insulation thickness
Utilizes minimum part of available diameter
Adaptable to fabricate at a specialized facility

No (?)
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
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The best choice from the two approaches is not presently clear.

Review of available literature and discussion with suppliers of the mate-
rial indicate that as thickness decreases, no degradation of the apparent ther-
mal conductivity occurs until about 0.1-in. thickness and ten reflective surfaces
is reached. It is indicated that if the thickness is reduced to 0.0 5 in. and five
reflective surfaces are used,, the apparent thermal conductivity may be in-
creased by about a factor of two. There is a good possibility that it will be de-
sirable to use such a thickness in limited areas to maximize the space avail-
able for the nuclear explosive.

In order to establish an approximate refrigeration heat load, the follow-
ing numbers are presented as typical:

Area of insulation having 1/2-in. thickness —10 ft̂
Area of insulation having 1/16-in. thickness — 1 ft 2

Figure 5 is extracted from Glaser's report-'- and is used as a basis for
extrapolating apparent thermal conductivity to 400°F. The extrapolated value
is: k = 0.00026 Btu/hr ft °F. This value is used for the 1/2-in. thickness,
whereas a value twice this is used for the 1/16-in. thickness. Assuming these
numbers as well as a temperature difference of 3 50°F, we estimate the heat
load through the insulation as 7 8 Btu/hr (23 W).
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Fig. 5. Effect of boundary temperature on thermal conductivity of crinkled,
aluminized polyester film.

One must allow for conduction through structural support. One of the
most efficient means, in the thermal sense, of providing structural support is
to utilize high-strength wires in bicycle-spoke fashion. The wires can be of a
metal with low thermal conductivity such as stainless steel. The conduction
heat load through 100 - 0.030-in. diameter by 1-in. long stainless steel wires
with 3 50°F temperature difference is about 7 W. It appears reasonable to
assume that such wire can also include any necessary electrical communica-
tion, so the 7 W can be said to include that effect.
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A study of Glaser ' s* and other l i terature makes it clear that one is apt to
encounter substantial degradation of the insulation performance wherever pene-
trations are made and at joints in the insulation between different shaped
regions. Principally for these reasons, we have taken 100 W as a representa-
tive refrigeration heat load for feasibility studies.

CLOSED CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS

A. General

A l i terature search has revealed no precedent for the requirement of
cooling to approximately 100°F while rejecting heat from a closed ref r igera-
tion cycle at 3 50° to 450°F. It is thus implicit that significant development
effort would be required for these conditions, even though thermodynamic and
other feasibility considerations are favorable. Practically all of the closed-
cycle experience uncovered falls into two categories:

1. Commercial systems which refrigerate to temperatures not far above
or below the freezing point of water, and which reject heat at tem-
peratures not far from 100°F.

2. Cryogenic systems which reject heat at about room temperature and
refrigerate to substantially below room temperature.

B. Heat Rejection to Surroundings

Some heat transfer aspects of rejecting heat to the surroundings can be
investigated without any detailed knowledge of the refrigeration system beyond
an assumed value of the coefficient of performance (COP). Anticipating that
a small heat rejection surface area is apt to lead to excessive temperature
r i se at the sink, the steady-state conduction problem surrounding a line sink
was investigated. Previous unpublished experience at LRL with unsteady heat
rejection calculations for the Gasbuggy shot indicates that steady state is ap-
proached in about two months. Any state prior to steady state has a lower
temperature around the sink than does steady state, and thus the steady state
is a conservative design situation.

The refrigeration sink is a source insofar as conduction into the sur-
rounding media is concerned. The only means available to increase the r e -
jection surface is that of a length increase. Thus it is appropriate to t reat
conduction from a line source. Maxwell"' obtained the solution for the analo-
gous problem in electrostat ics . His solution, expressed in heat conduction
te rms and taking T(oo) = 0, is

T - -H- 1 In
4k ^T—^

This gives the temperature at the (isothermal) slender ellipsoid having semi-
axes A and B. For the problems of interest, A » B, and thus

T - Q in — (9
1 " 2?rkL i n r ( 2

where L = 2A and the radius r is substituted for B. The actual shape of the
sink would likely be cylindrical, but the areas of slender ellipsoids and their
enclosing cylinders are sufficiently alike as to obviate a present distinction.
Let n be the ratio of rejected heat to refrigeration heat load, and thus
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n = 1 + 4- . (3)

Using r = 1/2 ft, k = l(Btu/ft hr °F) as typifying rock, Table III is obtained
when the refrigeration heat load is 100 W (341 Btu/hr):

Table III. Steady-state tempcjrature rise (°F) of 1-ft-diam heat sink.

C O P (<j>)

00

0.25
1/9
1/99

n
1
5

10
100

5 ft

25
120
250

2500

20 ft

10
48

100
1000

L

100 ft

3
14
29

290

500 ft

0.8
4
8

75

It is reasonable to conclude that any heat sink needs to be elongated and
if the coefficient of performance is low, then the sink needs to be quite long.

The degree to which the region surrounding the refrigerated package is
heated by rejected heat may be investigated by a simple steady-state approxi-
mation. Assume that the line rejection sink is located a distance D above the
(point) refrigerated package. Replacing the line sink by a point sink the same
distance away produces a conservative situation. This is shown in Fig. 6.

Line sink

Substitute
point sink

Refrigerated package

Fig. 6. Model for conduction calculation.

As may be found in any text on conduction heat transfer, the distribution
of the temperature rise around a point source is

T = Q
4?rkD

with Q and k as defined above the temperature rise (°F) in Table IV results.

Table IV. Temperature rise at refrigerated package (°F).

C O P (4>)
00

1/9
1/99

n
1

10
100

10 ft

0.1
1

14

D

20 ft

0.1
0.7
7

100 ft

0.01
1
1.4
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The numbers are also conservative in that no account is taken of the depres-
sion in temperature due to the refrigeration effect. Clearly, no problem is
indicated.

It is proposed to use a gravity-driven water reflux pipe as the long heat
sink. This pipe would be located above the refrigerated package. Heat r e -
jection from the refrigerator would cause boiling in a pool at the bottom of the
reflux pipe. Immediately above the pool would be an insulated section which
would largely prevent condensation in that region. Above that the pipe would
have good thermal contact with the strata, and condensation with gravity r e -
flux of the condensate would occur. Appendix 1 estimates two temperature
differences associated with such a reflux pipe—namely that associated with
condensation and the laminar film, and that associated with pool boiling. It is
shown that the former is totally negligible, and the latter should be less than
10°F. Broadly speaking, the water gravity reflux pipe seems to be a straight-
forward method of getting any reasonably required heat sink area.

C. Specific Closed Cycles

In considering closed cycles the remoteness, severity of environment,
and lack of precedent have been taken to favor simplicity, and as is usually the
case this tends to exclude the more efficient approaches. In particular, the
traditional mechanical vapor compression has not been seriously viewed as a
contender for this reason. A number of approaches should appear attractive,
given an electro-mechanical actuator developed for this stringent environment
which could either cause compression of a gas or oscillatory motion in a fluid.
Oscillatory motion could be useful in the simple pulse tube devices proposed by
Gifford.4 It would be required that the device operate in an environment of
about 450°F with allowance for its own temperature r ise above this. The cri t i-
cal areas appear to be bearings and electrical insulation. It appears certain
that existing technology provides the feasibility for these areas, but it appears
equally certain that such devices are not commercial items and development
would be required.

Choice of approaches to be considered is necessarily somewhat subjec-
tive, but the following seemed to fit the above guidelines to some degree.

1. Thermoelectric

The most advance work on thermoelectric refrigeration which we found
reported was aimed at cryogenic applications. That reported by Shelpuk et al.
is a good example of a sophisticated approach to this problem. As is typical,
the work utilized room temperature as the sink. Following Goldschmid, 6 the
maximum temperature difference which can be attained (zero refrigeration
load) with a single stage Peltier refrigerating device is:

/I + ZT - 1
AT - 2T \ . m

max m /1 + ZT + 1N m

T is the mean of the two temperatures and Z is the thermoelectric figure of
merit. Z contains the appropriate thermoelectric performance as well as the
electrical resistivity and the thermal conductivity for the material in the ap-
propriate fashion to be useful for refrigeration considerations. It is defined
in a manner such that a high value leads to good refrigeration performance.
Data given by Wright,^ confirmed by data in Shelpuk e_t al., indicates that a
value of Z around 3 X 10~3 °K~^ is about the best currently achievable. Taking
T, = 400°F = 47 8°K, by trial and error one can deduce
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AT = 156°K = 281°F .m

This is less than our most severe postulated condition, so it is clear that
thermoelectric devices would have to be cascaded if our problem were solved
with such a figure of merit. Shelpuk e_t al. deduce the infinite cascade COP
which is closely analogous to the position that the Carnot COP occupies in other
thermodynamic cycles. It is the limit on what can be done allowing for the
fact that there is Joule heating and thermal conduction, tending to carry heat
into the refrigerator. Shelpuk et. al. leave the expression in integral form,
and for their purposes solved it numerically. This was necessary because Z
was not a constant in their range of temperatures. For our immediate purpose,
it probably suffices to treat Z as being constant. This results in a closed
form solution for the infinite stage COP. Following Shelpuk ert al., we solved
for the inverse of the infinite cascade COP ((j>^) and called it the specific
Power Pg . The following expression resulted:

P = 1 = e f ( T ) - 1
S 0

where

N / T T Z T

J C - 1 J l + ZTc - 1 J l + ZTh - 1

Good performance means reducing P and thus f(T). Perusal of the above ex-
pression reveals that for constant Z, increasing the temperature level results
in improved performance. Therefore we should expect to be able to do some-
what better than Shelpuk et al. did. If we take Tc = 100°F = 311°K and
Th = 400°F = 47 8°K, Z = 3 X 10"3 °K_1 it turns out that

P s = 12.2

Shelpuk et al. evaluated P s for a similar temperature ratio, but reject-
ing heat at 300°K. They allowed for reduced values of Z at lower temperatures
and calculated the infinite stage P£; = 30. They built a five-stage Peltier re-
frigerator and obtained an actual P s about 2.4 times that for the infinite cas-
cade. Because of the beneficial effect of increased temperature our ideal num-
ber of cycles should be less than for the cryogenic conditions. Thus one would
expect fewer than five stages to be optimum. This should lead to less degrada-
tion from the infinite cascade behavior. If we take the degradation factor as 2
instead of 2.4, we end up with an estimated COP of about 0.04 which is interest-
ing if rather low. The performance which Shelpuk e_t al. achieved was the re-
sult of a fairly large development effort, employing rather elaborate fabrica-
tion and assembly techniques. It appears that a substantial development effort
would also be required to obtain good results toward our ends.

2. Absorption

Absorption cycles are potentially interesting for this application in that
they have been operated in certain instances with no moving parts, implying
good reliability.

The absorption cycles replace the mechanical vapor compressor with a
chemical means of placing the refrigerant vapor in condensed form. A basic
requirement is that of finding a refrigerant-absorber combination where the
vapor pressure of refrigerant over the combination at the available rejection
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temperature is less than the vapor pressure of the pure refrigerant at the
evaporator temperature. Given that condition it is possible for the refrigerant
to be evaporated at the desired low temperature and absorbed at the available
high temperature where both processes are at the same pressure. In order to
have a closed cycle with the common situation where all states of both mate-
rials are either liquid or vapor, it is necessary to raise the pressure of the
combination so that refrigerant can be driven from the combination and recon-
densed essentially pure at the available rejection temperature. This latter
requirement of condensing the refrigerant at the rejection temperature implies
that one must reject heat at a temperature less than the critical temperature
for condensation to be possible. This rules out the use of ammonia over its
critical temperature of 271.4°F (133°C). Ammonia and water is one of the two
most common refrigerant-absorber combinations used in commercial practice.

Raising the pressure of the refrigerant-absorber combination requires
only pressurization of a liquid, and thus the mechanical work is small. Fre-
quently in commercial practice, the pressure difference is also small so that
thermosyphons or vapor-lift pumps can be used, thus eliminating all machinery
from the system. The second prevalent combination is water and lithium
bromide. Our conditions are well below the critical temperature for water
706.1°F (374.5°C), but it is apparent that the necessary states imply pressure
differences of several hundred psi and clearly mechanical pumps would be re-
quired where water is the refrigerant.

Ellington et_ al.° give data and extrapolations which indicate that water-
lithium bromide or water-lithium iodide solutions have too high vapor pres-
sures for our most severe conditions. The same reference gives no data on
any specific combination which operates in the vapor-liquid states that is cap-
able of meeting our potential requirement of rejecting heat at over 400°F.

If one deletes the requirement that the cycle be closed and requires only
that the refrigerant be absorbed on a once through basis, some interesting
possibilities result. These are discussed under heat capacity approaches.

3. Jet Compression

Figure 7 shows the elements of a jet-driven, closed-cycle refrigeration
system containing no moving parts and operating with the only energy input as
heat. This figure is intended to be a conceptual representation where a single
condensible fluid is employed. The standpipe provides the necessary pressure
differences to produce saturation at the three desired temperatures. The flow
and pressure characteristics of the jet compressor must be compatible with
these pressures.

Steam jet refrigeration is a common industrial tool, but generally the
systems are not closed cycles and are found to be economic where heat or
steam are available as by-products. When one examines the height of stand-
pipe necessary for common refrigerating fluids such as water, and especially
for our high-temperature conditions, it is apparent that the standpipe dimen-
sions become excessive. One can in principle use fluids with high density and
low vapor pressure to circumvent this problem. This was done in a system
employing mercury as the driving fluid for the two-stage ejector and water as
the refrigerant. Whitney^ describes this system which achieved semi-
commercial status as a household refrigerator.

This system as reported comes the closest to meeting our temperature
requirements than any other encountered. The mercury boiler operates at
about 660°F. The water evaporator operates at about 20°F, utilizing anti-
freeze (unspecified) to prevent freezing. The water condenser operates at
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P 3 > P 2 > P 1

Condenser —

Boiler

Fig. 7. Schematic jet compression refrigerator.

about 115°F. The latter temperature is not available to us for heat rejection.
Condensing water at the available 3 50° to 450°F leads to excessively high pres-
sure to be useful in the system as described by Whitney.9 Conceivably the use
of a refrigerant with a low vapor pressure such as diphenyl could be made com-
patible with this type system. In any event it appears clear that considerable
development would be necessary. The ability to perform a preliminary analy-
sis of this approach is handicapped by the state of knowledge of jet compressors
or ejectors. Analysis of these devices does not proceed readily from first
principles and the most useful data is proprietary data generated by manu-
facturers. Work and Haedrich-'-O present considerable data on ejectors and
generalization of desirable properties of fluids for ejector refrigeration, but
little help in selection of specific fluids for particular cases.

SYSTEMS OPERATED THROUGH FLOW PASSAGES TO THE SURFACE

A. Flow Theory

Disregarding for the moment the problem of providing the flow passage
per se, it is clear that being able to exchange fluid with the surface can result
in considerable simplification of the elements located underground relative to
a complete closed cycle. One can logically argue for substantial improvement
in the ease of performing various functions on the surface relative to doing the
same job underground. Most such approaches which we were able to conceptu-
alize consisted of at least a vent line to the surface, and possibly a supply line
if the system is to operate in steady flow. Since most refrigerative processes
utilizing fluids involve expansion, it is likely that the vent pipe will be the
largest one, and thus its required size is likely to be a controlling factor in the
feasibility of a particular approach.

In consideration of the details of emplacement, one can argue convincingly
that the flow conduit would have to be tubing small enough in diameter to be
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handled essentially as cable, probably including spooling. In addition to
handling considerations, a strong case can be made regarding the practical
impossibility of obtaining a hermetic seal where large numbers of screwed
joints are involved. The decisive pressure as regards strength is probably
that of the fluid in the emplacement hole tending to collapse the tubing. For an
external pressure of 20,000 psi, preliminary stress analysis indicates that the
wall thickness of the tube needs to be about 1/8 to 1/10 of the outside diameter
of the tubing.

The differential equation relating the pressure and vertical position
(measured downward) for upward flow of compressible fluid in a constant area
duct is:

dP -, , f 1v2 7 dv , . ,
dx~ 7 D 2g g dx w

where

P = pressure (absolute)
T = fluid density
v = fluid velocity
D = duct inside diameter
f = friction factor (as defined by Darcy-Weisbach relation)
g = gravity
x = vertical distance (measured downward)

The terms represent, respectively: first, change in hydrostatic pres-
sure; second, the change in pressure due to wall friction; and third, the change
in pressure due to momentum change as the fluid accelerates. Several simpli-
fying assumptions have been made in the following analysis:

1. The fluid has been assumed to behave as a perfect gas.
2. The momentum change term has been assumed to be negligible.
3. The fluid temperature is assumed equal to the unmodified tempera-

ture of the strata.

The validity of the first of these assumptions will be examined shortly. In-
cluding the momentum change term results in a non-linear differential equation
which can be solved numerically in relatively straightforward fashion. Its ex-
clusion results in only a few percent error. An elementary treatment of the
transient nature of the fluid temperature in the duct reveals that for the follow-
ing example, a thermal entry length of about 1.5 ft exists, after which the fluid
is within about 0.01°F of the strata. It is further assumed that the geothermal
temperature is linear in x. In addition, one has available the continuity re-
lation. Thus we have three more equations:

~ = RT (5)

T = Bx (6)

J D27v = w (7)

where

T = absolute temperature
R = gas constant
B = constant of proportionality defining geothermal temperature
w = mass flow rate
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The form of Eq. (6) implies that the origin for x is the point above the earth
where the geothermal temperature extrapolates linearly to absolute zero. The
friction factor is assumed constant. Neglecting the last term of Eq. (4) and
combining Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (7) yields

dP
dx

8RBw2f
RB x

X

p
(8)

Equation (8) is readily solved and may be written in the following form:

5

D

P,\2/xARB
- 1

(9)

The subscript 1 refers to pipe entry at the hole bottom, 2 refers to any station
above that. Equation (9) is useful for sizing the flow passage given inlet and
exit conditions. Qualitatively the pressure profile is as shown in Fig. 8.

Origin for X

~ (in example to follow)

X.

Fig. 8. Schematic of system using vent pipe to surface.

B. Example

The example is taken to be a case with an intermediate depth and tem-
perature. The refrigeration load is assumed to be reduced to a low level by
use of layered vacuum insulation. Thus,

x2 - x1 = 12,000 ft

Tx = 260°F = 720 R

T2 = 70°F = 530 R
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Refrigeration heat load = 100 W = 341.2 Btu/hr.
Refrigeration evaporator temperature = 100°F.

Fitting the two geothermal temperature points to the expression T = Bx gives

B = 0.015833 °R/ft

X! = 45,470 ft

x2 = 33,470 ft

Ammonia is taken to be the refrigerant on the basis of having a high la-
tent heat of vaporization and a high vapor pressure. The latter is important in
that it results in a reasonably high density and thus tends to reduce the size of
the vent pipe. It follows that water is not satisfactory. The gas constant R is
taken to be 90 ft/°R. The validity of this number will be examined later. In
order to calculate the flow rate, it is necessary to evaluate the enthalpy change
available for producing the refrigeration effect. Figure 11 is extracted from
Canjor and Manning. -̂  It is presumed that the ammonia enters the system as
saturated liquid at the local ambient temperature. With evaporation at 100°F
and the ambient temperature subsequently re-attained the initial and final
states for ideal processes are represented by points A and B on Fig. 11. The
two straight lines connecting the points represent a possible idealized process.
Since the enthalpy change between points C and B can be available for pre-
heating the liquid, it is reasonable to expect that an enthalpy change greater
than that between points A and C will be available for cooling. The change
between A and B is 270 Btu/lb and will be used to represent the cooling effect.
The flow rate is

r = 1 - 2 6 3 7 l b / h r = 3 - 5 1 0 2 9 X 1 0 " 4 lb/sec .

The pressures are as follows:

P 1 = 215 psia = 30,960 psfa (saturation pressure at 100°F) ,

Po = 14.7 psia = 2116.8 psfa (venting to atmosphere) .

The friction factor is taken to be for smooth pipe. It is available from any
standard fluid mechanics reference, e.g., Rouse. 12 The value of f is rather
insensitive to changing the other quantities and so may be arrived at quickly by
trial and error. The value so arrived at for this problem is f = 0.036. Using
these values in Eq. (9) yields

D = 0.137 in.

Using the entry and exit states of the ammonia vapor and NBS tables of
data for ammonia^ one may deduce the apparent gas constant from R = P / T T .
The data are given in Table V.

Table V.

Pressure
(psia)

215
14.7

Data for calculating

Temperature

260
70

apparent gas

1 /ft3\ „- [wj from
NBS Tables

1.996
22.49

constant.

Apparent

85.8
89.8

It is indicated that the perfect gas assumption is adequate for the immediate
purpose.
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Some manner of control will be necessary to maintain correct tempera-
ture and flow rate. The following is one way which looks simple and practical.
Figure 9 shows the evaporator chamber, low side float valve to maintain
proper liquid level in the evaporator, and an evaporator pressure regulator
which keeps the vapor pressure (and thus the temperature) in the evaporator
at a constant value.

Hot- I iquid supply

Float valve

Vapor to
surface

Evaporator
pressure
regulator

Fig. 9. Evaporator schematic.

Three means of supplying the hot liquid are immediately obvious:

1. Liquid stored in a tank at ambient strata temperature without
means for recharge.

2. Same as (1) but with provision for recharge through the single
tube to the surface.

3. A separate supply line from the surface.

The second scheme can be implemented as shown in Fig. 10.

Storage
tank

Line to surface

Check valves

Evaporator

Fig. 10. Single-pipe refrigeration system.

Schemes 1 and 2 have the advantage of having only one line to the surface. The
advantages of 2 over 1 are that a smaller reservoir can be used, and it can
have indefinite life. For purposes of this paper, it should suffice to say that
3 requires a supply line which is smaller than the return line. The obvious
questions for the first two schemes are, respectively:

1. Will a reasonable size tank permit a reasonable life?
2. Will the line sized for exhaust to the surface permit recharge

in a short enough time that there is not an excessive temperature
rise in the refrigerated package?
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With regard to the former question, using numbers for the example case
already given and the properties of liquid ammonia from NBS (1923) the weight,
volume, and example storage volume shape for liquid ammonia are as follows
for 30 days of operation:

Weight 909.9 lb
Volume 42.1 ft3

Example shape of volume 10 in. diam X 77.2 ft

Using properties of liquid ammonia, one may deduce that a recharge time of
15 minutes is feasible for the system in Fig. 10.

In the event that the ambient temperature were above critical for the par-
ticular fluid, in general the approach can still be operable. By way of illustra-
tion, if one assumes the liquid were stored at 400°F, the fluid pressure in the
emplacement hole were 10,000 psi, and it were desired to evaporate at 100°F;
one must operate between points D and E, on Fig. 11, which are analogous to A
and B. The 10,000 psi pressure is assumed transmitted into the storage tank.

HEAT CAPACITY APPROACHES

The intended context of this category is to cover those approaches which
have no communication with the surface, but rather carry along their t ime-
limited cooling ability in some stored form. Obviously, the elimination of a
necessity for powering a device from the surface, whether it be electrically
or through fluid flow, is a significant advantage. One readily conceives two
versions of this.

A. Heat Capacity Stored in Insulated Volume

For this purpose one seeks a material which maximizes the heat absorbed
for a given acceptable temperature change. It is typified in Elliott 's proposal ̂
for Plowshare deep underground explosives. His proposal is to utilize the
enthalpy change of water in going from -65°F to +165°F. The approximate en-
thalpy changes are given in Table VI.

Table

State

VI. Water

Change

enthalpy change available for cooling.

Approximate

Btu/lb

Enthalpy Change

Btu/ft3

-65°F to +32°F 46 3,900
ice to water 144 8,100
+32°F to +165°F 133 8,300

Total 323 20,300

The specified temperature range presumably ar ises from typical military r e -
quirements and a supposed capability of nuclear explosives to withstand that
range. There is a clear advantage to utilizing a phase change in that one gets
enthalpy change with no temperature change. Pursuit of materials exhibiting
large enthalpy change per unit volume has been extensive in connection with
heat absorption for domestic solar heating applications. Goldstein-^ made
such a search. The highest volumetric enthalpy change for a (non-evaporating)
phase change, useable in our temperature range, was for Na2HPO4 • 12 H2O.
At 97°F this material becomes a lower hydrate by releasing water. The r e -
sultant liquid, which is a solution of the lower hydrate in the now free water
can be said to have melted. Goldstein ** reports a volumetric enthalpy change
of 11,600 Btu/ft3 . In addition to having a significantly higher enthalpy change
than that for ice, the transition temperature has the minor advantage of probably
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AMMONIA

PRESSURE-ENTHALPY DIAGRAM

S= SPECIFIC ENTROPY,BTU/lb°R

V= SPECIFIC VOLUME, cu. ft ./Ib.

t = TEMPERATURE,°F

DATUM: N2(gas) and H2(gas)at 0°R and
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Fig. 11. Ammonia pressure-enthalpy diagram.



not requiring refrigeration prior to emplacement. One troublesome feature of
this type of approach is that as one adds more heat capacity to gain greater
life, one also increases the volume of the cool zone and the refrigeration heat
load. As the length containing the heat sink material becomes sufficiently long,
one approaches a life limit corresponding to radial heat flow into the heat sink
material. The following numbers will indicate whether or not we are near that
limit. Let us presume for the moment that the refrigeration load is fixed at
100 W (341 Btu/hr). Considering the numbers just discussed on heat sink ma-
terials, assume the material can absorb 15,000 Btu/ft3 (allowing some tem-
perature change). Assume further that the package requiring refrigeration is
4 ft long by 8 in. in diameter. Let us take 30 days as a life objective. The
volume of the refrigerated package is 1.26 ft^. The total heat absorbed must
be 341 Btu/hr X 720 hr = 246,000 Btu. The required volume of heat sink mate-
rial must be 246,000 -̂  15,000 = 16.4 ft3. Assuming the heat sink material
must occupy the same diameter, this implies that the ratio of the length of the
heat sink to that of the refrigerated package is γ^nt - 13. Undoubtedly the
initial assumption of a fixed 100 W heat load is therefore invalid. Considering
the relative length of these values it is fair to conclude that we are near the
limiting situation of a very long package of heat sink material.

Appendix 2 gives an expression for approximating the limiting time for
a very long cylinder of heat sink material. This is:

t = 0.014
max

letting

D = 8 in. = j

Q - 15,000 Btu/ft3

k = 0.00026 Btu/hr ft °F

AT = 300°F

gives t = 1200 hr.
& max

The above argument indicates that this type of heat capacity approach is
probably feasible. The available time is especially sensitive to the diameter
which can be used for heat storage material . It appears that no other approach
will have the simplicity of this one.

B. Heat Capacity Stored at Ambient Temperature

If one were able to utilize the latent heat of vaporization in a stored-
capacity-type system, substantial gains in the heat capacity per unit volume
of the substance are possible. In the case of water, which might well be the
best practical fluid in this regard, the latent heat of vaporization is approxi-
mately six t imes that of its heat of fusion. A. second advantage accrues in that
if the substance is stored at our ambient temperature as saturated liquid, the
enthalpy change available for cooling is not greatly reduced from the situation
where the liquid is stored at our refrigerated temperature. Referring to
Fig. 12, which is taken from Meyer e_t al.,-^ in the former case one can oper-
ate ideally along the route of A B C D E where the enthalpy change between
D and E is utilized to pre-cool water along A B. The enthalpy change avail-
able for cooling is the difference between C and D, or about 860 Btu/lb. This
implies about one week cooling capability for each cubic foot of water when the
cooling load is 100 W. In the lat ter case, the enthalpy change available for
cooling is about 1030 Btu/lb. This means that the liquid can be stored outside
the insulated volume, and one does not encounter the surface-to-volume l imita-
tions encountered for the ear l ier type heat capacity system.
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Having proceeded this far, it is now necessary to find a place to put the
water vapor. If one attempts simply to provide volume for the vapor, the
volume required for a reasonable time turns out to be greater than the volume
of the emplacement hole.

Following what is done in a portion of the absorption cycles we can
search for chemical means to absorb the water in a condensed state. Assum-
ing we wish to evaporate water for refrigeration at 100°F, where the vapor
pressure is about 1 psia (52 mm Hg), it will be necessary for the vapor p r e s -
sure over the combination of water and absorber (assumed to be at ambient
temperature) to be less than 1 psia in order to support a mass transfer mecha-
nism. If we take the ambient temperature for this search as 450°F (232°C), the
requirement is to find a substance with water in solution or chemically held
that has an equilibrium vapor pressure of water less than 52 mm Hg at 23 2°C,
a very low pressure of the absorbent, and that has an interestingly high water
content. Table VII l is ts some of the encouraging data which has been found.

Table VII. Water vapor pressure over potential absorbers .

Part ial Pressure Ratio of Water
of Water Absorbed to Sourcei of

System at Temp. Absorbent Data'"

mm Hg °C

Solution of NaOH and H2O 52 232 About 15% ICT
interpolation in vol. Ill
table is coarse p. 370

CaO + H2O - Ca(OH)2 2.7 301 31% ICT
vol. VII
p. 294

BaO +-H?O -» Ba(OH)? 9.2 630 11.7% ICT
vol. VII
p. 299

Li2O + HpO - 2LiOH 2.3 520 62% ICT
vol. VII
p. 301

' Reference 16.

There appears to be little doubt that this approach is feasible. Factors
affecting the absorption ra tes , such as grain size, bulk density in the container,
and the necessity for separators probably can be determined empirically. The
high ambient temperature appears favorable to obtaining adequate absorption
ra tes . Also dissipation of heat of absorption into the s trata must be dealt with.
In addition, there are a number of ammoniates with adequately low partial
pressure of ammonia, but the high heat of vaporization appears clearly to
favor water as the refrigerant. In concept we visualize an arrangement s imilar
to that of Fig. 10, except that the vent line terminates in a vessel containing the
absorbent and no recharge provision is present.

The absorption task is considerably simplified over that in the normal
closed absorption cycle in that there is no necessity to deal with separating the
water from the absorber.
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CONCLUSION

Nuclear explosives can be protected in very hostile environments with an
additional diameter about 10% of the overall diameter. Canisters with the re-
quired characteristics can be built of conventional materials, and cooling sys-
tems can be developed having adequate performance.

Closed-cycle cooling systems are essentially unlimited in life, but will
require extensive development efforts. Maintaining communication with such
systems adds to the complexity of emplacement operations in that added elec-
trical cable or tubing must be installed.

Open-cycle systems of limited life can be provided with only modest de-
velopment effort. The disadvantage of limited life is not too great, in that with
good insulation lifetimes up to 100 days can be provided.

The water-absorber system looks most interesting at this time. In the
future, when time at temperature is reduced by streamlined emplacement and
stemming procedures, the stored heat-capacity concepts will deserve to be
re-examined.

APPENDIX 1
TEMPERATURE DROPS ASSOCIATED WITH GRAVITY REFLUX PIPES

The Nusselt theory for filmwise condensation on vertical surface treats
the situation where the gravity-induced flow is laminar. As outlined by
McAdams,17 the criterion for whether flow is laminar is

— = 1800

where T is the mass flow rate per unit width (not thickness) of flowing film
and /j is the liquid viscosity. Assuming the situation to be condensation of
steam at 450°F with a heat of condensation of 770 Btu/lb, the pipe inside diam-
eter is 6 in., the liquid viscosity is 0.28 lb/hr-ft, and that the heat to be re-
jected is 1 kW, the quantity 4LTT / μ is 40 indicating that the flow is well within
the laminar range. It may be noted that this conclusion is independent of the
length of the reflux pipes. Using the above numbers and the methods outlined
by Me Adams, one can deduce that the temperature drop across the film is
about 0.005°F.

If the heated surface of the evaporator which feeds the gravity reflux pipe
is a flat bottom to a pool, then the data of Jakob^ indicates that the tempera-
ture difference between the pool and its bottom will be about 10°F when the
pressure is 1 atmosphere. Data from page 382 of Ref. 17 indicates that the
temperature difference may be lower for higher pressures. It appears likely
that some pool bottom configuration other than flat would lower this tempera-
ture difference.

APPENDIX 2
OPTIMUM INSULATION THICKNESS FOR A HEAT SINK

WITH RADIAL INFLOW OF HEAT

The following quantities define the problem:

D — Diameter of cylinder containing insulation
h — Insulation thickness
k — Thermal conductivity of insulation

AT — Temperature difference across insulation
Q — Heat capacity of heat sink material per unit voluem.
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t—D

The heat capacity per unit length is

J (D - 2h)2 Q .

The heat flow rate per unit length is

2?rkAT

In D
D - 2h

The time t required to "use up" the heat capacity is

t -
| ( D - 2h) 2 Q

2?rkAT

ln D
D - 2h

(D - 2HT Q_ l n D
8kAT D - 2h

The maximum time as a function of h is obtained in the usual fashion by setting
dt =0 . This yields the optimum
dh

L
D opt

1.197

a n d 'max = ° - 0 1 4 EST
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